Transgenic models to study disorders of respiratory control in newborn mice.
Recent studies described the in vivo respiratory phenotype of mutant newborn mice with targeted deletions of genes involved in respiratory control development. Whole-body flow barometric plethysmography is the noninvasive method of choice for studying unrestrained newborn mice. The main characteristics of the early postnatal development of respiratory control in mice are reviewed, including available data on breathing patterns and on hypoxic and hypercapnic ventilatory responses. Mice are very immature at birth, and their instable breathing is similar to that of preterm infants. Breathing pattern abnormalities with prolonged apneas occur in newborn mice that lack genes involved in the development of rhythmogenesis. Some mutant newborn mice have blunted hypoxic and hypercapnic ventilatory responses whereas others exhibit impairments in responses to hypoxia or hypercapnia. Furthermore, combined studies in mutant newborn mice and in humans have helped to provide pathogenic information on genetically determined developmental disorders of respiratory control in humans.